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PREFLIGHT
How good is your preflight? As you can see from the photo, some people miss important items in their haste to
“slip the surly bonds.” In this case, someone missed a towbar. If you think that this cannot happen to you,
think again. Student pilots have missed this one; even CAP pilots have missed this. The end result usually is
damage to the aircraft; sometimes a little damage and sometimes quite a bit of damage. If the towbar does not
catch the prop, it most likely will slap up against and damage the belly on landing. For retractable gear, this is
not good!
Why are towbars left attached to the aircraft? The reasons vary: haste, distraction, or forgetfulness; maybe the
weather is closing in or some other urgency exists. There could be an instance where you do the preflight in
the hangar, then have the crew drag the bird out to the ramp while you put the maps and other mission materials
together. There are compelling reasons why a towbar attached to the plane can be overlooked. Our job is to do
everything we can to prevent such an occurrence.
Consider this: Before you approach the aircraft to do your by-the-book, award-winning preflight, take a look at
the “big “picture” while you are a fair distance from the plane. Look for towbars, gust locks, and pitot tube
covers. Do not depend on finding a “Remove Before Flight” streamer; the streamer should be there, but
streamers do get lost or disappear. (If a streamer is missing, write it up.) While you are standing and looking at
the plane, check for a wings-level attitude. One wing low could mean a low or flat tire, or maybe damaged
landing gear. Look for anything else unusual that could be missed up close.
Now, with the checklist in hand, it is time to do the walk-around and make sure the big pieces are attached and
all that. Before you finish and climb aboard to commit lift, stand back just a little and give that bird a last onceover. Check to make sure no one added anything, such as a towbar, while you were not looking. Check to
make sure all is clear, including people and vehicles, and check for “Remove Before Flight” banners fluttering
in the breeze. You are ready. Enjoy a safe flight!

	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  	
  
Capt. Doug Anderson, SE
Squadron 13, Watsonville
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Northeast Region Wing Encampments 2013

What to Expect as a First Timer?

EXPECT TO HAVE FUN!
Expect to be very busy. You
will be up early (before
0600) and you will be
physically active most of the
day. You will sleep soundly
at night. You will most likely
be more active than you
typically are at home and
school. You can ease the
transition by getting into
better physical condition
before you arrive - do some
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also be in the Information booklet sent in June. (See additional information in the Medications section.)
Approximately 3 to 4 weeks prior to the encampment, you will receive a letter asking for any additional
information regarding your cadet that you would like to communicate to the staff. This might be last minute
medical update, recent family emergencies, or educational difficulties.

Encampment Command and Staff Responsibilities

The cadet senior and cadet encampment staff need to be safety prepared well before the encampment begins.
The key work here is Preparation! It is important that encampment command staff take safety seriously.
Plan well for the
encampment and ensure
that a good, quality Safety
Officer who will be at the
encampment is assigned.
Many encampments also
assign a Cadet Safety Officer
as a position.
The cadet safety officer will
be mentored by the safety
officer and report to the
cadet commander. Some
suggested tasks for the cadet
safety officer include the
preparation of ORM
paperwork the day before an
encampment activity which
they will review with the
encampment safety officer.
Cadet safety officers will give
a daily safety briefing during
the morning formations and
should be present at as
many activities as possible
especially the outdoors
activities often keeping track
of the time and stopping the activities for hydration breaks, sun screen application and routing rest breaks.
Finally, if an encampment activity is considered “high risk”, it is important that the encampment commander
complete a “High Adventure Activity” form, obtain all necessary information and obtain signatures long before
the encampment takes place.
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Grilling

Safety

There’s nothing like outdoor grilling. It’s one of the most popular
ways to cook food. But, a grill placed too close to anything that can
burn is a fire hazard. They can be very hot, causing burn injuries.
Follow these simple tips and you will be on the way to safe grilling.
SAFETY TIPS

!!! Propane and charcoal BBQ grills should only be
used outdoors.

!!! The grill should be placed well away from the
home, deck railings and out from under eaves and
overhanging branches.
!!! Keep children and pets away from the grill area.

!!!Keep your grill clean by removing grease or fat
buildup from the grills and in trays below the grill.
!!!Never leave your grill unattended.

CHARCOAL GRILLS

!!! There are several ways to get the charcoal ready to
use. Charcoal chimney starters allow you to start
the charcoal using newspaper as a fuel.
!!!If you use a starter fluid, use only charcoal starter
fluid. Never add charcoal fluid or any other
flammable liquids to the fire.

!!!Keep charcoal fluid out of the reach of children and
away from heat sources.
!!!There are also electric charcoal starters, which do
not use fire. Be sure to use an extension cord for
outdoor use.

!!!When you are finished grilling, let the coals
completely cool before disposing in a metal container.
Your Source for SAFETY Information

NFPA Public Education Division U 1 Batterymarch Park, Quincy, MA 02169

PROPANE Grills
Check the gas tank hose for leaks
JMNWZM][QVOQ\NWZ\PMÅZ[\\QUMMIKP
year. Apply a light soap and water
solution to the hose. A propane leak will
release bubbles. If your grill has a gas
TMISJa[UMTTWZ\PM[WIXaJ]JJTM\M[\
IVL\PMZMQ[VWÆIUM\]ZVWNN\PMOI[
tank and grill. If the leak stops, get the
grill serviced by a professional before
using it again. If the leak does not stop,
KITT\PMÅZMLMXIZ\UMV\If you smell
gas while cooking, immediately get
I_IaNZWU\PMOZQTTIVLKITT\PMÅZM
department.,WVW\UW^M\PMOZQTT
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FACTS
In 2004–2008 fire departments
responded to an average of
7,700 home fires involving
grills, hibachis or barbecues,
including 4,500 outside fires
and 3,200 structure fires.
July was the peak month for
grill fires in 2004–2008.
More than half of home grill
structure fires begin on either
a courtyard terrace or patio,
or an exterior balcony or open
porch.
www.nfpa.org/education
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The Official Safety Newsletter of
the Civil Air Patrol-June 2013
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The Safety Team announced that they
are preparing an updated user-friendly
training program for education and
safety. More information will be released
on this program in the near future.
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